This paper has investigated the effect of hole shape, hole size and hole position on elastic buckling of square perforated plates by using the finite element method. According to the effect law of these three geometric factors on buckling bearing capacity, buckling coefficient was obtained by data fitting. The results show that: The plate with circular perforation has the greatest buckling bearing capacity of the three perforation shape plate; When the center perforations have the same area, the relationship between buckling coefficient and perforation size is exponential for the plate with circular hole or square hole, the relationship between buckling coefficient and perforation size is biquadratic for the plate with triangular hole and the greater the perforation size is, the less the buckling bearing capacity will be; For the plate with uniform circular perforation size, The relationship of buckling coefficient and the spacing between perforation center and structure center is quadratic and the greater the spacing is, the less the buckling bearing capacity will be. The results in this paper provide reference for perforation design of plate.
Introduction
The plates are often used as the main components of structures such as aircraft wing, ship decks and hulls, platforms on oil rigs, and so on. Take account of access for inspection, maintenance, or simply weight loss, openings in such plates may be required. However, the presence of such openings in plate elements leads to change in stress distribution within the member and variations in buckling characteristics of the plate element [1] In the case that the plates are subjected to axial compression load, the stress and deformation around the opening increases and the buckling bearing capacity decreases, which make them prone to instability or buckling.
The impact of geometric imperfection factors on the structural buckling bearing capacity is relatively complicated, it's too difficult to accurately calculate buckling load by analytic method. With the development of Numerical Simulation Technology, scholars lay emphasis on solving buckling problem of perforated plate by Finite Element Method. Maiorana et al. [2] analyzed linear buckling of plates with circular and rectangular perforations in various positions subjected to axial compression and bending moment by FEM. EI-Sawy et al. [4] analyzed the effect of the plates aspect ratio, the stress ratio between the applied stresses in the y-and x-directions, the circular perforation size and location on the elastic buckling stresses of a bi-axially loaded perforated rectangular plate. V.V. Degtyarev et al. [6] investigated the effect of perforations on the critical elastic buckling load and developed design formulas for predicting critical elastic buckling stress based on reduction coefficient approach and equivalent thickness approach using multiple nonlinear regression analysis of FEM results.
Because of the limitation of Numerical Simulation Technology such as control parameters, mesh density and so on, the calculation results will appear error. Therefore, the results need to compared with the test result which can verify its accuracy. M. Shariati et al. [7] investigated buckling and post-buckling of steel thin-walled semi-spherical shells under different loadings, both experimentally and numerically. Rahmans et al. [8] studied the buckling load of plate with crack subjected to compression load, in which the effect of crack length, orientation, thickness of plate and aspect ratio were considered, both experimentally and numerically. Kabir M.Z. et al. [9] analyzed the effect of opening orientation and opening size on buckling bearing capacity.
Literature search revealed minimal documentation of empirical equations incorporated with comprehensive geometric imperfection factors. In this paper, elastic buckling of square perforated plates by using the finite element method were investigated, in which the effects of perforation shape, perforation size and perforation position were considered. Empirical equations that relevant to these geometric imperfection factors by data fitting of buckling coefficient were attained. The aim is to give some practical indications on the best hole shape, hole size and hole position of the perforation in plates, when axial compression acts on the plate.
Theory Basis
For the square plate whose side length is a and thickness is t, it subjects to uniform load Pcr under the boundary conditions shown in Fig. 1 . Buckling load of simply supported plates subjected to uniform compression is analytically determined by solving the well known Eq. (1). 
With the following boundary conditions (3)
In which Bending Stiffness From above equations derived for plates without holes, it follows that the critical bifurcation load of the plate without holes depends on the aspect ratio and the plate slenderness, but the buckling coefficient is independent on the plate thickness. For the perforated plate, assume buckling coefficient k=Pcr/Pcr0 to get the empirical equation based on the theory of perfect plates, in which, Pcr denotes buckling load of perforated plate, Pcr0 denotes buckling load of the plate without hole.
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Calculation Model
The critical buckling loads of the perforated plates calculated by the FEM and the effect laws of hole shape, hole size and hole location on buckling bearing capacity of the perforated plate are investigated. The calculation models are used in this study as follows. A square plate containing a hole in a Cartesian coordinate system in Fig.1 and subjected to shell edge load at the roof edge is used. The dimension of the square plate is 100mm×100mm×1mm. Suppose that the plate is isotropic, using ideal elastic material. Elasticity modulus is 200GPa, Poisson ratio is 0.3.The load and boundary condition as followed are used, which are shown in Fig 
Results and Discussion

The Effect of Hole Shape and Hole Size on Buckling Load
Set defect factor δA denoting hole size, in which, δA=A1/A2, A1 represents perforation area, A2 represents area of the plate. Take the position of the perforation center coincide with the center of the plate and calculate critical buckling load of the plate with circular perforation, square perforation and triangular perforation of different size by Subspace Iteration Method. defect factor δA×10 2 respectively takes 0, 0.785, 3.141, 7.068, 12.566, 19.634, 28.274. Buckling coefficients are obtained based on the critical buckling load combining the calculation formula of the buckling coefficient, corresponding data points are shown in Fig. 2 . Take imperfection factor δA×10 2 as abscissa axis and buckling coefficient k as vertical axis. The parameter values of the fitting equations for corresponding hole shape are shown in Table 1 . The relational expression (4) of buckling coefficient and imperfection factor of the plate with circular hole or square hole located in the center of the plate is exponential function. 
For the plate with triangular hole, the relational expression (5) of buckling coefficient and imperfection factor is biquadratic function. 
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For the plate with the same shape hole which lies in the center of the plate , the bigger the hole size is, the less the buckling coefficient will be. The relationship between buckling coefficient and hole size for the plate with circular hole or square hole is exponential; The relationship between buckling coefficient and hole size for the plate with triangular hole is biquadratic. Opening leads to geometric discontinuity of the plate and decrease of section dimension and section stiffness. When the plates subject to compression load, membrane stress around the hole will increase sharply, which results in weaken of buckling bearing capacity of plate. For the plates respectively with circular hole, square hole and triangular hole, the plates with circular hole have the greatest buckling bearing capacity. Existence of the sharp angle for the plates with square hole or triangular hole results in obvious stress concentration where there is small cross section and great deformation. The plates are extremely unstable, that is prone to buckle.
The Effect of Circular Hole Location on Buckling Load
Hole location affects critical buckling bearing capacity of perforated plate. The effects of circular hole location on buckling bearing capacity of perforated plate are investigated in this section. Take the location of circular hole center move respectively along transverse axis (X axis), vertical axis (Y axis) and 45 o -direction in the first quadrant shown in figure 1. Make local geometric imperfection dimensionless: δd=d/a, in which, δd denotes imperfection factor, d denotes circular hole diameter, a denotes side length of plate. The hole diameters we take respectively in the study are 20mm, 40mm, 60mm ( That is, δd separately takes 0.2, 0.4, 0.6 ).
Fitting Curve
Make hole location dimensionless: λ=2l/a, in which, λ denotes hole location, l is the distance between hole center and plate center, a is the side length of the plate. Keep hole size constant and change location of hole center. The elastic buckling load of the plate with different hole location can be obtained by subspace iteration method. The data of hole location-buckling coefficient respectively in X-axis, Y-axis and 45 o -direction are shown in Fig. 3 . 
The relationship of buckling coefficient and the spacing between perforation center and structure center is quadratic and the greater the spacing is, the less the buckling bearing capacity will be. When hole center coincides with plate center, the perforated plate is symmetrical structure and the distribution of the cross section is uniformity. With the movement of the hole center to the border, part of the cross section will decrease which leads to deformation and weaken of buckling bearing capacity.
Fitting Surface
The factors that affect the bearing buckling capacity of the plate considered in the paper are hole size and hole location. The change law of the buckling coefficient with the movement of hole center in x-direction, y-direction and 45 o direction is described in above section. In order to make the results more intuitive, make surface fitting , then attain the relationship of buckling coefficient with change of the hole center in the first quadrant position of the plate.
According to the relationship of curve fitting that the buckling coefficient of the perorated plate and location of the hole in x-direction, y-direction and 45 o direction is quadratic relationship, the fitting surface are shown in Fig. 4 . Take coordinate X, Y of hole center and buckling coefficient k as coordinate axis and Construct the three dimensional surface Eq. (7) . The parameter values corresponding hole size are shown in Table 2 . 
Summary
The effects of hole shape, hole size and hole location on the buckling coefficient of square perforated plates subjected to uniform compression load in the Y-direction are studied by the finite element method. Corresponding relational expressions of buckling coefficient and hole size or hole location are acquired by data fitting, which provides reference frame for perforation design of plate. In addition to the detailed discussion and conclusions given in the previous section, some general conclusions and recommendations can be summarized as follows.
(1) For the plate with circular hole, square hole or triangular hole which have the same area, The buckling bearing capacity of the plate with circular hole is greatest of the three hole shape.
(2) For the plate with the same hole shape, when the hole is located in the center of the plate, the buckling bearing capacity is the greatest. The greater the spacing between hole center and structure center is, the less the buckling bearing capacity will be. They are approximately quadratic relation.
(3) The bigger the relative size of the hole is, the less the buckling bearing capacity will be. For the plate with circular hole or square hole, the relationship between buckling bearing capacity and imperfection factor is exponential; For the plate with triangular hole, the relationship between buckling bearing capacity and imperfection factor is biquadratic.
If the opening on plate structure is inevitable, the opening should be located as far as possible in the center of the plate and be circular hole.
